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A graph G is totally connected if both 
l:onnected Ramsey number r,(EH) is the 
kience, University of South Carolina, Columbia, 
G and 6 (its complement) are connected. ?‘he 
smallest integer k 24 so that if G is a totally - 
connected graph of order k then either F C G or H Cc. We show that if neither of F nor H 
contains a bridge, then r,(F, H) = r(F, H), the usual generalized Ramsey number of F and H. We 
compute r,(P,, P,,,), the connected Ramsey wmSer for paths. 
1. Introdustion 
In recent years there has been a flurry of activity involving the concept of the 
generalized Ramsey numbers. Let F and H be graphs (all our graphs will be finite 
and without loops or multiple edges). Then the Ramsey number r(F,H) is the 
smaliest integer n such that for any graph G of order at least n, either F C G or 
H C 6 Here F C G is meant to im.ply that F is a subgraph of G and G denotes the 
complement cf G. An alternative point of view is that r(F, H) is the smallest integer 
n such that if a graph G having order at least n is edge-colored with two colors, say 
red and blue, ‘then the resulting coloring must contain either a red copy of F or a 
blue copy of H. For a good survey of the subject see Burr [2] and also Harary 151. In 
his paper Burr mentions that many of the lower bounds for the generalized Ramsey 
numbers are obtained via certain canonical types of colorings (see Fig. 1) 
I? each case the coloring consists of two monochromatic complete graphs with all 
the edges between them having the same color. Certain more general canonical 
coltBrings (in which more than just two monochromatic complete graphs are used) 
a& occur. Whtin observing these: colorir?gs one is struck by the fact that in each 
case ON of the colors induces a kconnected graph. Thus it seems plausable t:hat if 
tk restriction that each of G and. G be a connected graph is placed en our graphs, 
then we may not need to require r(F, H) vertices in G in order to insure that .F’ C G 
or W Cc. This turns out to often be the case. In order to investigate this situiation, 
n&ion. (i) Let G be a graph. Then G is totally conrtectedj if each of G and c is 
a connected graph. (Note That every totally connecte 
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